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Overview
• Our knowledge of foregrounds will improve significantly in several big steps over

the next 1.5 years, and some smaller ones

• The first Planck results will be released 21 March

– 15.5 months of data (out of 29 total for HFI, ⇠50 for LFI)

– Temperature only

– Unprecedented effort on diffuse component separation

• Within a few months Planck expects to submit several papers on foreground
polarization

• The second Planck release will be probably mid 2014

– Full data

– Temperature and polarization

• A number of sub-orbital experiments is providing useful and very low noise data
on small(er) regions of the sky
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Overview— cont’d
• But there’s a lot we already know

• Today I’ll concentrate on extracting a few key points that are relevant for
experimental design, based on what we already know

– No simulations

– No estimates of how well we can ultimately do

– Concentrate on relative difficulty, about what’s harder and what’s easier to do

• Diffuse foregrounds only

– Residual discrete foregrounds are complicated, important, and a subject in their own
right. They need to be handled in a different way.
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Foregrounds; WMAP Frequency Range

• This is temperature. Life is easy. Sort of. But. . .

N.B.—“Dust” is a frequency-dependent mixture of Galactic dust and the CIB. Spinning dust emission
is not separated out.
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Foregrounds; Planck Frequency Range

Planck Bluebook
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A List of Diffuse Foregrounds
• Synchrotron (2 spatially-varying parameters, minimum)

• Free-free (1)

• Spinning dust (“anomalous microwave emission” = AME) (� 2, next slide)

• Thermal dust (3)

• Cosmic infrared background

– Resolution-dependent; becomes a discrete-source foreground as resolution increases.

– Isotropic

• Line emission

– HI

– CO

– etc.
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A&A 536, A20 (2011)

A&A 536, A20 (2011)
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Fig. 3. Spectrum of the California nebula (NGC 1499), measured using
the filtered flux method (see text). A simple power-law fit is shown.
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Fig. 4. Spectrum of AME-G160.26!18.62 in the Perseus molecular
cloud. The best-fitting model consisting of free-free (orange dashed
line), spinning dust, and thermal dust (light blue dashed line) is shown.
The two-component spinning dust model consists of high density
molecular gas (magenta dot-dashed line) and low density atomic gas
(green dotted line).

significant in some H !! regions (Dickinson et al. 2009; Todorović
et al. 2010). We confirmed the spectral shape with a standard
aperture photometry analysis (as described in Sect. 5) and will
investigate this in more detail in a future publication. Note that
the excess at 30–100 GHz disappears when the spectrum is cal-
culated away from the nearby dust feature to the north-west of
NGC 1499. Given the consistency of the flux densities between
the frequencies, and that we have obtained similar results using
standard aperture photometry, we are confident that the spectrum
calculated using the filtered maps is robust.

The spectrum for AME-G160.26!18.62 in Perseus is shown
in Fig. 4. The flux densities and associated errors are listed
in Table 2. The spectrum is well sampled across the radio,
microwave and FIR regimes and is a significant improvement
on that presented in Watson et al. (2005), with the additional
Planck data allowing a much more accurate spectrum of the
AME to be extracted. The low-frequency (<2 GHz) data show
a flat spectrum consistent with free-free emission while the high

Table 2. Flux densities for AME-G160.26!18.62 in the Perseus molec-
ular cloud and residual fluxes when free-free, CMB and thermal dust
components are removed.

Frequency Flux density Flux density residual
[GHz] [Jy] [Jy]
0.408 9.7 ± 3.3 0.2 ± 3.4
0.82 9.4 ± 4.7 0.5 ± 4.8
1.42 8.0 ± 1.7 !0.5 ± 1.8
10.9 16.1 ± 1.8 9.4 ± 2.0
12.7 20.0 ± 2.2 13.3 ± 2.4
14.7 28.4 ± 3.1 21.8 ± 3.3
16.3 35.8 ± 4.0 29.3 ± 4.2
22.8 39.8 ± 4.2 33.4 ± 4.5
28.5 38.1 ± 4.0 31.5 ± 4.4
33.0 36.7 ± 3.9 29.7 ± 4.4
40.9 30.8 ± 3.3 22.6 ± 4.0
44.1 28.5 ± 3.2 19.6 ± 4.0
61.3 27.4 ± 3.4 10.9 ± 6.4
70.3 32.2 ± 3.9 8.9 ± 9.0
93.8 63.0 ± 7.8 7 ± 21
100 78 ± 15 10 ± 29
143 202 ± 22 !25 ± 80
217 1050 ± 130 120 ± 320
353 3860 ± 470 !600 ± 1400
545 15 300 ± 2100 !800 ± 4900
857 48 700 ± 6100 !1000 ± 14 000
1250 93 000 ± 13 000 !2400 ± 28 000
2143 117 000 ± 15 000 7000 ± 35 000
2997 53 600 ± 6700 !2000 ± 20 000

Notes. The fitted spinning dust model consists of two components.

frequencies (>100 GHz) are dominated by thermal dust emis-
sion. The excess at "10–70 GHz is evident and has a peaked
(convex) spectrum, with a maximum at 25 GHz.

The data allow us to fit a multi-component parametric
model to the flux density spectrum. The model consists of
four components: free-free emission; thermal dust emission; a
CMB fluctuation; and spinning dust emission. The sum is

S = S ! + S td + S cmb + S sp. (1)

The free-free flux density, S ! , is calculated from the brightness
temperature, T!, based on the optical depth, !! , using the stan-
dard formulae:

S ! =
2kT!""2

c2 , (2)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, " is the solid angle, and " is
the frequency,

T! = Te(1 ! e!!! ), (3)

and the optical depth, !! , is given by

!! = 3.014 # 10!2T!1.5
e "!2EMg! , (4)

where Te is the electron temperature (in units of K), EM is the
emission measure (in units of cm!6 pc) and g! is the Gaunt fac-
tor, which is approximated as

g! = ln
!
4.955 # 10!2

"/GHz

"
+ 1.5 ln(Te). (5)

It is the Gaunt factor that results in a slight steepening of the free-
free spectrum with frequency, which is particularly pronounced
at !100 GHz.

A20, page 6 of 17
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Foreground Polarization
• From WMAP, e.g., Macellari et al. MNRAS 418, 888, 2011

– Synchrotron: 5–40%, higher at high latitudes. Average for |b| > 20� is 19.3%

– Free-free and anomalous dust relatively unpolarized

• From Archeops, e.g., Ponthieu et al. A&A 444, 327, 2005

– Dust: 5–10%, even higher

– “We have extrapolated our results to the reference frequency 100 GHz. . .The upper limit on
the E and B modes becomes 0.2 µK2

CMB. These values show that even at 100 GHz where
dust radiation is expected to be lower than the CMB, its polarization may be very significant
compared to the CMB and should be subtracted with care from the observations.”

• Whereas for the CMB, polarization fractions are low (E) and really low (B).

There is no escape from foregrounds in polarization!!!
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Detection of Polarization
• Real instruments have some “leakage” from temperature to polarization

• 1% is a rough order of magnitude

• ) even unpolarized foregrounds contribute to the polarized signal

– Sure, measure the sky, measure the leakage, remove it

– But there is always some residual error, and the stronger the starting foreground signal the
more the error
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Foregrounds—again
• Look at level of “low frequency” and “high frequency” foreground fluctuations

relative to their values at the foreground minimum:

• These are seriously steep functions of frequency!
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Foregrounds—again
• Look at level of “low frequency” and “high frequency” foreground fluctuations

relative to their values at the foreground minimum:

• These are seriously steep functions of frequency!
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CLOVER – Measuring the CMB B-mode polarisation, 18th Int. Symp. on Space Terahertz Technology, Pasadena, CA, USA 1 

  

Abstract— We describe the objectives, design and predicted 
performance of Clover, a fully-funded, UK-led experiment to 
measure the B-mode polarisation of the Cosmic Microwave 
Background (CMB).  Three individual telescopes will operate at 
97, 150 and 225 GHz, each populated by up to 256 horns.  The 
detectors, TES bolometers, are limited by unavoidable photon 
noise, and coupled to an optical design which gives very low 
systematic errors, particularly in cross-polarisation.  The 
telescopes will sit on three-axis mounts on a site in the Atacama 
Desert.  The angular resolution of around 8´ and sky coverage of 
around 1000 deg2 provide multipole coverage of 20<!<1000.  
Combined with the high sensitivity, this should allow the B-mode 
signal to be measured (or constrained) down to a level 
corresponding to a tensor-to-scalar ratio of r = 0.01, providing the 
emission from polarised foregrounds can be subtracted.  This in 
turn will allow constraints to be placed on the energy scale of 
inflation, providing an unprecedented insight into the early 
history of the Universe. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

EASUREMENT of the cosmic microwave background 

(CMB) polarisation can provide information about the 

early universe not available from other observations alone.  It 

will provide further constraints on cosmological parameters 

and break some of the existing degeneracies between them 

(see e.g. [1],[2]).  The CMB fluctuations are polarised at about 

the 10% level.  The polarisation field can be decomposed into 

two modes: the E-mode, a “grad-like” mode with even parity; 

and the B-mode, a “curl-like” mode with odd parity. 

The primordial density perturbations which give rise to the 

large scale structure of matter in the Universe dominate the 

temperature anisotropies. These scalar perturbations generate 

only an E-mode polarisation with an r.m.s. of ~5 !K.  The E-

mode power spectrum and its correlation to the temperature 

power spectrum have been measured by several experiments 

(e.g. [3],[4],[5]). 

Theories of inflation predict the quantum generation of 
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Figure 1: Top: Angular power spectrum of the CMB, showing the power 
in the spherical harmonics associated with multipole l (where l " 180°/!).  
Shown are the temperature (black dotted), E-mode (black dashed) and B-
mode (black solid; upper: r = 0.1, lower: r = 0.01) for the CMB.  For 
comparison, we show the B-mode from weak gravitational lensing (grey 
solid), as well as galactic synchrotron (grey dashed) and thermal dust 
(grey dotted) emission at 100 GHz.  The levels of the galactic emission 
are based on very simple models, so are for rough comparison only, and 
are calculated in regions of low emission.  Bottom left: current E-mode 
power spectrum results compared with the #CDM model (from [5]).  
Bottom right: current limits on the B-mode power spectrum compared 
with a model for r = 0.28 (solid black line) and the weak lensing 
contamination (dashed line). 

CLOVER/North

r = 0.01

Temperature (black dotted), E-mode (black dashed), and Bmode (black solid; upper: r = 0.1, lower: r = 0.01)
for the CMB. Weak gravitational lensing (grey solid), Galactic synchrotron (grey dashed), and thermal dust (grey
dotted) emission at 100 GHz. The levels of the galactic emission are based on very simple models, for rough
comparison only, and are calculated in regions of low emission.
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What About...?
• “Observe above (below) the frequency minimum. Better to observe one

foreground well than many.”

– Foregrounds increase so rapidly away from the minimum (⇠ ⌫�3, ⇠ ⌫2) that this is asking a
lot

• “Dust isn’t highly polarized.”

– Archeops!

• “Observe in really clean patches of sky.”
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Foregrounds—cont’d
• “Observe in really clean patches of sky.”

Let’s take a look.

Thanks to Ingunn Wehus for the masks, etc.
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Planck Multi-frequency Combination 2010
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Mask Leaving 52% of Sky

• Boundary level >⇠1500µK
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Mask Leaving 25% of Sky

• Boundary level ⇡ 900µK
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Mask Leaving 15% of Sky

• Boundary level ⇡ 450µK
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Sky Visibility from Atacama, � 45� elevation
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Atacama + 52%Mask

• 35% of sky available and outside of mask
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Atacama + 25%Mask

• 15% of sky available and outside of mask
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Atacama + 15%Mask

• 8% of sky available and outside of mask
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Sky Visibility from South Pole, � 45� elevation
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South Pole + 52%Mask

• 6% of sky available and outside of mask
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South Pole + 25%Mask

• 4% of sky available and outside of mask
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South Pole + 15%Mask

• 3% of sky available and outside of mask
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Summary
• Foregrounds are everywhere. There are regions where they are low relative to

other parts of the sky, but not relative to a B-mode signal. There is no escape
from serious foreground separation. Because of T toP leakage, can’t ignore
unpolarized foregrounds.

• Foregrounds go up fast as sky fraction is increased. (Increased mapping speed
generally means increased sky fraction.)

The more sky is observed, the brighter the
foregrounds that have to be dealt with

• Foregrounds go up really fast away from the frequency minimum

Shifting away from the minimum to avoid dealing
with extra components is a losing strategy

The further from the minimum one observes,
the more one learns about foregrounds
rather than the CMB
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Summary — cont’d
• Design experiments for it

Observe the minimum — 70–100GHz or so

Observe both sides of the minimum

• Some Planck results on polarized foregrounds should be available by summer, and
can be included in the report.
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